Recently, with the improvement of Cloud systems technologies and the essential advantages they can provide such as availability, scalability, and costs saving; massive domains in the IT industry are directing their business to the Cloud. To fit the computing demands of this trend along with nowadays fluky applications (e.g. social networks, media contents), Cloud systems require rapid resource changes. As a result, the workload management in a virtualized environment becomes a complex task. In this paper we propose a new proactive workload management model for virtualized resources to inspect the workload behavior of the running Virtual Machines, and to assent an appropriate scheduling and resource consolidation schema in order to improve the system efficiency, utilization, and throughput. We have carried out our model by modifying Xen Cloud Platform, then we tested the model performance through different representative benchmarks. The results show that the Proactive model can decrease the average response time remarkably.
Introduction
Despite the technological advances in computer industry such as huge data centers or the emerge of web services and the automated ability to balance workloads, the main factor in the massive direction to Cloud computing is Virtualization Technology with its ability to subdivide a physical machine through software into the equivalent of several discrete machines. This reduces amount of hardware in use, improves the utilization of resources, improves the fault and performance isolation between applications sharing the same resources with the ability to relatively easy move VMs from one physical host to another using live or off-line migration, and supports hardware and software heterogeneity [1] .
A hypervisor or relatively the Virtual Machine Manager is the virtual operating platform to allow multiple operating systems named guest VM to share a host computer. Many commercial and free hypervisor systems with different virtualization techniques were developed with a common rule to successfully manage the resources between VMs. However, Cloud systems are characterized by rapid workload changes which frustrate the resource management process, especially with nowadays fluky applications (e.g. web hosting, content delivery). In order to solve this problem, recently many research groups are actively working on implementing monitoring and controlling tools to trace physical resources such as memory, disk, and CPU. These approaches may provide lots of information reflecting a virtualized system to enable system's administrators to rebalance and reconfigure scheduling mechanism to handle different workload situations [2] [3] [4] .
Practically, many monitoring tools are available for different hypervisors. For example Oprofile [5] , XenOprof [6] and Xenmon [7] are available for Xen, equally another collection of monitoring tools for OpenVZ such as Beanmonitor, Yyabeda and Munin [8] . However, using these tools to adapt to dynamic changes statically (e.g. Xen) or even dynamically (e.g. z/VM) still has a shortage to handle the performance degradation in terms of the increase of average waiting time with the increase of workload or the decrease of utilization with the decrease of workload, which arise until an alert triggered when monitoring feedback matches a pre-configured min/max heuristic for CPU, or Memory utilization.
Obviously, such models help to get over the application dynamic changes. However, in cases where the application phase behavior is very dynamic (e.g. social networks), reactive systems can result poor performance and may lead to infrequent peak loads which drive to low average utilization of resources. Fortunately, behavior prediction models are potential solutions for this problem by predicting the global patterns of such applications. Basically, these models predict application behavior by tracing recently observed patterns or statistics in the observed application features which can be used to guide dynamic management decisions. Likewise, these models can be used to predict the behaviors of VMs in the cloud and introduce acceptable management decisions to adapt VMs resources as will be presented in the following sections.
Xen environment
Among the current hypervisors, one common hypervisor specially in research area is Xen. It provides a powerful open source solution for hosting multiple VMs by virtualizing different resources on the same physical machine. In addition, it provides both full virtualization technique and paravirtualization technique.
On the other hand, Xen Hypervisor suffers from some technical shortages such as dynamic resource allocation. In other words, the resources are allocated statically for VMs before launch and required to reboot the machine for further modifications. These issues are manipulated in Xen Cloud Platform (XCP) and were the main reason to adopt it in our experiments.
XCP is an open source enterprise-ready server virtualization and Cloud computing platform, delivering Xen Hypervisor with support to consolidation for server workloads, enabling savings in power, cooling, and management costs. Thus, XCP contributes to environmentally sustainable computing and helps to increase the ability to adapt to ever-changing IT environments, to optimize the use of existing hardware, and to improve the level of IT reliability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related works. In Section 3 we summarize the motivation. In Section 4 we explain the workload management methodology we follow in our model. In Section 5 we explain in detail the SMM model. Section 6 contains the implementation procedure of the proposed model. In Section 7 we describe the experimental environment, then we explain the experiments and analyze the results in Section 8 followed by a discussion about an important factor impact the prediction performance in Section 9. Finally, in Section 10 we conclude and mention the future work plan.
Related works
Visualization techniques have proofed its ability to host different applications executed at physical machines. However, many researches emphasize the performance degradation for different application in a virtualized environment such as Map-reduce [9, 10] , Concurrent applications [11] [12] [13] , and Database applications [14] . This degradation vary based on the application itself and the running environment.
To the best of our knowledge, most of these researches tried to find different solutions by enhancing resources scheduling methodologies or by exploiting the power of the current hardware technologies. In contrast, a few researchers directed their efforts to prediction techniques. We will summarize here some of the researches related to this work.
In [15] the authors designed a VMM monitoring tools and measured the workload of each domain, by predicting CPU usage to dynamically increase and decrease CPU resource of each domain to satisfy quality of service (QoS) for multimedia streams. However they didn't consider the impact of different resources such as Memory and I/O operations over the CPU efficiency metrics; also they depend on the feed back to reserve the proper CPU slice, which is an automation rather than a prediction and obviously will suffer from delay which contradicts with their proposed contribution. In addition, they adopt the Simple Earliest Deadline First (SEDF) scheduling algorithm which lacks supporting global scheduling, which means SEDF can't distribute workloads between processors. Moreover their experiments depend only on two VMs (Dom0, DomU), this passes over the impact of multiple VMs on the scheduling performance.
The authors in [9, 10] focused on developing new scheduling approaches to enhance the MapReduce I/O operations in virtualized environment such that, in [9] the authors proposed an adaptive I/O scheduling approach based on different pairs of I/O schedulers, this work only considered one factor of the resource management process and didn't consider other factors such as the CPU and the memory. In [10] the authors presented the MapReduce Group Scheduler (MRG) to improve the efficiency and fairness of the existing VMM scheduler. The common drawback between these researches is that, they tried to find a solution for specific application which can be inefficient with other applications.
A similar view to [10] was introduced in [11] to solve the performance degradation of concurrent applications running in virtualized environment. They built an adaptive scheduling framework with a series of algorithms to dynamically detect the occurrence of spinlocks with long waiting times, and to determine and execute coscheduling of virtual CPUs on physical CPUs in the virtual machine monitor such that, the VMM schedules VCPUs of a VM to PCPUs asynchronously when no synchronization operation is in progress between threads or processes in the VM, and schedules them synchronously when those threads or processes have to synchronize with each other. However, coscheduling also introduces additional overhead to the virtualized system, and may reduce the system performance if some VMs' types are incorrectly set. Furthermore, for concurrent applications, a considerable portion of program code may still run asynchronously without resulting in performance degradation.
In [14] the authors evaluated a database system performance in virtualized environment and they indicated that the performance degradation is small 6.2%. However, these results are not adequate because the authors didn't consider the impact of other VMs workload running in the system. In addition, the experiments are conducted through one database management system and may have different results with other DBMSs.
Motivation
As mentioned before in the introduction, in cases where the application phase behavior is very dynamic, reactive systems based on Monitoring tools result poor performance and may lead to infrequent peak loads which drive to low average utilization of resources.
Some hypervisors tried to lighten the side effects of this behavior by different scheduling techniques for example the Xen team designed CPU scheduler named the credit scheduler to minimize wasted CPU time. This makes it a "work-conserving" scheduler, in that it tries to ensure that the CPU will always be working, whenever there is work for it to do. As a consequence, if there is more real CPU available than the domUs are demanding, all domUs get all the CPU they want. When there is contention that is, when the domUs in aggregate want more CPU than actually exists then the scheduler arbitrates fairly between the domains that want CPU [16] . However this can't solve the problem as resources have direct impact over each other, for example if a VM has available CPU power and lacks the memory, the problem still exists.
Our goal is to build a Proactive Workload Manager prototype to observe VMs workload behaviors such as CPU workload, Memory workload, I/O hits, and to record the dynamic changes of a varying length execution patterns, then to analyze the recorded patterns using Statistical Metric Modeling (SMM) proposed in [17] . This helps to early take the right decision based on the analysis results to adapt the VMs resources. It's worth mentioning that, we already validated our new model in a previous work using simulation [18] . However, even we designed the model to work in large scale environment, testing the model performance in a real system even in limited scale would consolidate our results. Here, we can list our contribution as following:
• Study the performance degradation caused by handling workload changes with an Active Monitoring workload management methodology.
• Propose a new Virtual Machine Proactive workload management model to analyze a long term workload behavior and perform dynamic scaling based on pre-proper resource management planning rather than a set of heuristic rules which would have two key advantages: I) Adjusting the resources before it was needed, guaranteeing that the proper performance is always in place. II) Discovering any operational issues before they impact the running operations, and thus allowing to take alternative steps to deal with the situation.
• Compare the system performance with Active Monitoring model and our new Proactive model.
• Evaluate the proposed model through extensive set of experiments using a set of benchmarks over XCP.
It's worth mentioning that, there are other similar techniques to predict software behavior such as last value predictor and table based predictor [19, 20] . However, the reasons behind choosing to apply SMM in our system because it can be effective over both table based and other historical predictors such that; first, it models long term global patterns in application behavior; second, the predictor can respond to variable-length patterns; third, it is resilient to small fluctuations in the observed patterns; last, the SMM predictor has the ability to adapt itself. These features exactly fit the changeable environment in the Cloud.
Workload management methodology
In Xen environment resources allocation must be initiated statically for each VM before launch; however, Xen Cloud Platform comes with Dynamic Memory Control (DMC), this technology makes it possible to change the amount of host physical memory assigned to any running Virtual machine without rebooting it. Using DMC, it's possible to operate a guest virtual machine in one of two modes:
• Target Mode: The administrator specifies a memory target for the guest and XCP adjusts the guest's memory allocation to meet the target.
• Dynamic Range Mode: The administrator specifies a dynamic memory range for the guest and XCP chooses a target from within the range and adjusts the guest's memory allocation to meet the target. For the sake of our experiment, we adopt the Target mode; such that, after initiating resources, and later instead of tuning the resources manually we build a Workload Manager (WM) that works in two modes • Retrieving workload statistics and feed the WM directly to calculate the new recommended resources setting for each VMs. Hereafter we will call this procedure Monitoring Mode, which represents the heuristic models currently in use by most running virtualized systems.
• Retrieving workload statistics, and manipulate this information with SMM prediction model, then we feed the WM with the modified information to calculate the new recommended resources setting for each VMs. Hereafter we will call this procedure Proactive Mode.
The job of WM is not only to modify the amount of Memory assigned, but also to modify CPU allocations. Fortunately, it is also possible to change CPU allocations dynamically in XCP. All runnable virtual CPUs (VCPUs) are managed by the local run queue on a physical CPU. This queue is sorted by VCPU priority in the queue, where every VCPU gets its fair share of CPU resources. The status of a VCPUs priority can have two values: It is "over" if it has consumed more CPU resources than it normally would be allowed to, and it is "under" if it has not yet reached that value. If a VCPU has a current status of "under", it will always come first when the scheduler next decides what VCPU to service.
We can manage priorities by manipulating two parameters the Weight and the Cap values. The weight parameter is used to assign the amount of CPU cycles that a domain receives. Weight is relative, a VCPU with a weight of 128 would receive twice as much CPU cycles as a VCPU with a weight of 64. The second parameter to tune what a CPU may be doing is the cap parameter, this parameter defines in a percentage the maximum amount of CPU cycles that a domain will receive. This is an absolute value; If it is set to 100, it means that the VCPU may consume 100% of available cycles on a physical CPU, if you set it to 50, then that would mean that the VCPU can consume never more than half of the available cycles.
WM Rule: To calculate the new resource allocation setting (priorities) with the help of XCP available techniques. The WM firstly calculates the Memory needed for each VM, then it tunes resources between VMs by dividing the CPU along the same lines as the available RAM. Thus, a VM with 25% of the RAM also has a minimum share of 25% of the CPU cycles, this notice was practiced in prgmr.com.
The simple way to do this is to assign each CPU a weight equal to the number of megabytes of Memory it has, and leave the Cap empty. The Credit scheduler will then handle converting that into fair proportions, so that VM with half the RAM will get about as much CPU time as the rest of the VMs together. If all domains but one are idle, that one can have the entire CPU to itself. In multiprocessor/Multicore systems, we can translate this simple memory=weight formula to allocate VCPUs in proportion to memory; for example, a domain with half the RAM on a box with four cores should have at least two VCPUs.
It's worth mentioning that, we are careful that dom0 has sufficient CPU to service I/O requests. We handle this by giving the dom0 a very high weight, higher than any of the domUs, this by weighting each domU with its RAM amount, and weighting the dom0 at the total amount of physical memory in the box.
Statistical metric modeling
Statistical Language Model (LM) is a stochastic process model for word sequences. A mechanism for computing the probability of a set of consequence words p(w 1 , . . . , w n ) (1) to predict the next word or to identify words in noisy, ambiguous input such as in speech recognition, relying on Markov assumption that the future behavior of a dynamical system only depends on its recent history [21] . One of the models to formalize this assumption is called N-gram model, which predicts the next word from the previous N−1 words.
In brief, by using the chain rule of probability we can compute the joint probability for the sequence in Eq.
(1) such that
where p(w 3 |w 2 1 ) = p(w 3 |w 1 w 2 ). In natural language these probabilities can be estimated by counting the occurrence of these sentences (sequences) in "Corpus", an online collection of text or speech, and stored in (pattern-probability) alike history database. However, it's hard to find all possible sentences in this collection. N-gram model solves this with the following principle, instead of computing the probability of a word given its entire history, we will approximate the history by just the last few words
and to compute the probability of particular word w i given a previous history of sequence words the w
can be calculated by Maximum likelihood Estimation (MLE) such that
) (4) where c(x) denotes the frequency/count or the number of times the sequence x occurs in the metric.
On the same context, Statistical Metric model (SMM) adopts the idea of the LM to improve and extend an existing technique called History Table used to predict the future behavior of specific criteria of a dynamically changed applications [19] .
In sum, SMM takes a pattern of length n for monitored samples of specific criteria and checks whether there is an entry for such pattern in a history of recorded patterns with probability values; if so, it uses the probability for that entry; if not, then it checks entries with lower order which is the main difference between SMM model and the History table model. The selected probability then used to predict the next sample. This process exhibited simply in Fig. 2 .
As shown in Fig. 2 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) is a logged samples for specific criterion. It's worth to mention that, for the limitation of memory and computation techniques the pattern's length n must be defined, moreover it was noticed that the value of the samples repeated and mostly enclosed in a set of values which we have to control because of technology limitation to a number v of the most frequent values that we call quantization bins; Thus, theoretically the history size of the model should equal v n ;
however, practically the number of patterns is less than this size as a lot of patterns order didn't normally occur. The prediction column presents the expected next value for the defined criterion following the equivalent pattern based on the probability p presented before in Eq. (4) 2 s 3 s 4 ) ), n is the sequence's length.
Unseen sequences problem
Similar to language modeling, the result value of Eq. (5) could be zero for each unseen sequence s i i−n+1 in the history. The solution for such situations in language modeling is by using means of smoothing models [22, 23] ; however, in contradiction to language modeling where the history estimations generated are static and fully dependent on the collection of text or speech presented by the Corpus, the History in SMM model is dynamic and updated instantly every new logged sample as will be described later in Section 6, which means that the SMM model will only have this problem at the first occurrence of an unseen logged sample at the training period and it will disappear automatically with further logged samples. However, we still have the problem to predict the next value for such new unseen samples; thus, smoothing can't take part in this case.
In History table prediction method [23] , the predictor back-off to Last Value when meeting such situations; however, as mentioned before the logged data represent numerical values so we can improve this step in History table prediction by predicting the next value to each unseen sample with Eq. (6) 
where n is the pattern length, this means that the next value equals to the Last seen value modified by the average of differences between the n samples preceding the current sample.
Model criteria
To apply the SMM model in Cloud environment we need a criteria to be logged and represent the behavior of the workload; in practice there are three criteria directly affect the data-centers work load, Memory utilization U mem , CPU utilization U CPU , and network utilization U net . To combine the three criteria we used the load volume notation introduced in [24] and formulated as
Implementation
Most real-world Cloud computing application services such as social networks, gaming portals, business applications (e.g., SalesForce.com), media content delivery, and scientific work-flows show workload dynamic changes closely related to the usage behaviors of users during a day, a weak, or a season. Although the workload fluctuates rapidly, these changes format repeated sequences which can be logged and handled in similar manners as sentences in language modeling.
Unlike language modeling the samples in SMM model are real values; thus, we need to quantize these values first to apply the SMM model. In this work we will consider 50 quantized bins to represent the percentage of the increases of load volume. The SMM model history handled in three history structured placements, the first structure (Pattern-Next-Frequency) used to record patterns of different length, the second structure used to record the unique samples (quantized bins), and the third to count the logged samples, see Fig. 3 .
Whenever a new sample logged the model performs two steps, firstly, update the history with the last logged value following Algorithm 1, and then predict the next value following Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 1 the update process carried out by splitting the input "buffer" with the last n recorded samples into two placements, a "pattern" of n − 1 samples and a "next" which contains the last sample in the buffer. Next the algorithm tries to find a match to record with "pattern" and "next" as entries in the input history which have been exhibited in Fig. 3 , if so the algorithm increases the frequency assigned to this record, if no the algorithm saves "pattern" and "next" as a new record with frequency 1, then it truncates the first sample from "pattern" and repeats the process again until finds a match.
Algorithm 2 predicts the next value to the input "pattern" with the last n − 1 recorded samples by finding a match for a record with "pattern" as an entry, if a single match is found the algorithm returns "next" entry in that record, while if more than one match is found, the algorithm returns "next" entry of the record with the biggest probability. On the other side, if no match is found Eq. (6) is used to calculate an average value based on the change direction of the last n samples. We express the search process in both algorithms as greedy procedures for simplicity; however the real implementation is performed with SQL quires; thus the complexity for searching and inserting process actually depends on the SQL Engine and mostly less than O(lg n), it's worth to mention that we adopt n = 6 as will be shown later in Section 8.1.
Experimental environment
The experiments were conducted on a 2. In VM-based environments, we deployed three VMs running RHEL5.5 with kernel 2.6.18, all are installed in paravirtualization bases, and each VM is configured with max 2 GB specified in a Target Mode.
Concerning the benchmark, we adopt RUBiS benchmark, where RUBiS (Rice University Bidding System) is an auction site prototype modeled after eBay.com that is used to evaluate application design patterns and application servers performance scalability. RUBiS is implemented using three different technologies: PHP, Java servlets and EJB (Enterprise Java Bean), RUBiS can be used from a web browser for testing purposes or with the provided benchmarking tool. Also it comes with a client return next 27. EndPrediction that emulates users behavior for various workload patterns and provides statistics. In particular, we used the Apache Web server, the PHP scripting language, and the MySQL relational database [26].
Monitoring utilities
To profile the Workload statistics we wrote a set of scripts based on Top Utility provided with most Linux distroes, and it's corresponding Utility XenTop provided with Xen hypervisor. Top Utility/Command provide several parameters to display a listing of CPU-intensive tasks such as CPU Usage, Memory Usage and run-time.
The command Top reads it's configuration from two files, /etc/toprc and /.toprc. Thus, the command scope only inside the running operating system, in virtualized environment this means, the Top command will only display the statistics about the resources assigned to the VM. Alternatively, we use XenTop which can profile on hypervisor scope. 
Experiments analysis
We create different Sets of Experiments in order to:
• Identify the most appropriate values for SMM parameters.
• Study the performance of our Proactive mode compared to Monitoring Mode.
• Study the impact of sharing resources among VMs over the Model performance.
One of the challenges we faced to complete the experiments is how to find a model to emulate a realistic workload distribution, taking in mind that different Clouds run different applications with different requirements and different workload behaviors. In this work the aim of cloud Workload analysis is to find a Cloud System with load distribution changes in similar manners to language modeling; in other words, a load distribution with repeated sequences of events influenced by daily, monthly or seasonally activities. Such as social networks or media content web sites.
In RUPiS client-browser emulator a session is a sequence of interactions for the same customer. For each customer session, the client emulator opens a persistent HTTP connection to the Web server and closes it at the end of the session. Each emulated client waits for a certain think time before initiating the next interaction. The next interaction is determined by a state transition matrix that specifies the probability to go from one interaction to another one. The think time and session time for all benchmarks are generated from a negative exponential distribution with a mean of 7 seconds and 15 minutes, respectively.
We can vary the load by varying the number of clients and varying the main range [27] . Accordingly, we have created the set of sequences to model the possible system workload behaviors; then we selected two tolerable workload sequences. Sequence A to represent sequences with high repeated patterns, and Sequence B to represent sequences with low repeated patterns.
For simplicity, we adopt a name schema to help tracing the experiment such that, the experiment name consists of three parts: I) number of active VMs. II) Workload Sequence. III) WM Mode.
Configuration parameters
To study the appropriate parameters for SMM model we create the experiment (1-A-Proactive) which is configured as following, only one guest VM is active, running one instance of RUPiS client emulator. We configured the workload benchmark to generate Sequence A as mentioned before, and the WM tunes the workload management in Proactive Mode.
After running this experiment for 4 times with different pattern size n, the results show that the SMM prediction techniques need a learning period before the system can rely on the predicted values; this period exhibited in the shaded area in Fig. 4a and is proportionally direct to the pattern size n.
As shown in Fig. 4a , the prediction error rate decreases faster with the increase of pattern size, while the learning curve decays faster with the increase of pattern size. In other words, a larger pattern size n leads to shorter learning curve and smaller prediction errors.
Also by comparing the characteristics of using different pattern size n, the results show that while smaller n reduces the calculation time it lowers the prediction accuracy.
Moreover, relying on the experiments' results we adopt n = 6 which gives almost the same accuracy for larger n, while requiring less calculation time and less history size as showing in Fig. 4b . 
Performance analysis
In this part we study the workload management performance in Proactive Mode and compare the results with Monitoring Mode. For the sake of this, along with experiment (1-A-Proactive) we create another experiment (1-A-Monitoring) which is configured as following: Only one guest VM is active, running one instance of RUPiS client emulator. We configured the workload benchmark to generate Sequence A, where the WM tunes the workload management in Monitoring Mode. We have executed both experiments such that each takes 20 hours approximately.
For both sets of experiments we have reported CPU utilization, Memory Utilization, and I/O activities and exhibit results as shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5a shows the cumulative number of Peak Loads during the experiment time. In Fig. 5b we exhibit the resource wastage percentage at each instance of the benchmarks running time where we represent the resource wastage in the form of R W = i =k (R i − R k ) where R denotes the normalized residual (the ratio of residual resource to total resource), K to identify the dimension that has the smallest normalized residual capacity, and ı for dimensions. For example we consider three dimensions (i.e. CPU, memory, and network) [28] ; and finally, we report the average response time also at each instance of the running time in Fig. 5c .
From these figures we want to highlight two Observations. The first observation is that, on the long term run of the two benchmarks, the Proactive Model outperforms the Monitoring Model for all reported results. And the second observation is that, in all figures at the first third of the experiment time the Monitoring Model performance surpasses or almost equals to the performance of the Proactive Model, this can be directly explained referred to the experiment in the previous sub-section which mentions that the Proactive Model needs a learning period to start predicting. Fig. 5c shows the average response time as a function of workload when one active VM is active. In this case the average response time for Monitoring Mode is below Proactive Mode remarkably at all time. In this figure we can notice that the average response time in both modes gives similar results at the beginning. However, after 8 hours the results varied clearly.
To exhibit the differences between the two experiments we represent the collected information using our scripts based on Top utilities and normalize the collected statistics in Fig. 5d. 
The impact of resource sharing
In Virtualized Environment the system in general shares resources among more than one VM, and as reported in several researches: simultaneously running VMs impact the performance of each other, especially if the workload is characterized by intensive set of I/O operation.
Here, we will study these behaviors over our proposed model using three active guest VMs. Consequently, we have created two more sets of experiments, (3-A-Monitoring) and (3-A-Proactive). In both experiments three active guest VMs, each running an instance of RUPiS client emulator, all configured to generate Sequence A workload behavior. However, in the first experiment the WM manages workloads in Monitoring Mode, and in the second experiment the WM manages the workloads in Proactive mode. Each experiment runs for approximately 20 hours. In a similar manner, we have reported the statistics of each experiment as shown in Fig. 6 . In both experiments, we can notice the degradation in performance when the I/O requests increase linearly with the number of VMs. In Fig. 6a the cumulative number of Peak loads in Monitoring Mode increased from 112 when one VMs is active to 295 when three VMs are active, meanwhile number of Peak loads in Proactive Mode increased from 53 to 198. Same behaviors can be noticed for the change of the amount resources wastage between both cases Fig. 6b , and the average response time in Fig. 6c .
We also extend our experiments to test this behaviors internally by studding the statistics of each running VM and normalized the collected information in Fig. 7a , then we reported these statistics from the hypervisor layer for the whole system as shown in Fig. 7b . We can notice in both figures that the difference in performance between Monitoring Mode and Proactive Mode becomes smaller.
In sum, from these experiments we can conclude that more resource consolidation has greater impact over Proactive Mode than Monitoring mode. To understand this behavior we perform more experiments described in the next discussion.
Discussion
Proactive mode workload management can have advantages over the Monitoring model as: I) Adjusting the resources before it was needed, guaranteeing that the proper performance is always in place. II) Discovering any operational issues before they impacted the running operations, and thus allowing to take alternative steps to deal with the situation. However, the accuracy of prediction techniques depends on the workload Sequence discipline on a long term run. To investigate this observation we repeat the experiment (1-A-Proactive) along with a new experiment (1-B-Proactive) based on Sequence B as the workload request set, and exhibit the results in Fig. 8 .
As shown in Fig. 8 , the Sequence A gives better performance compared to the Sequence B which asserts our observation. The reason behind this is that, Sequence A is characterized by frequently repeated patterns of requests. In contrast, Sequence B is characterized by less frequently repeated patterns compared to Sequence A which directly affect the prediction performance, and still is an open issue to be enhanced in the future. This explains why Proactive Mode is highly effected by more resource consolidation as the overall workload will change more frequently.
Conclusion and future work
The workload behavior of applications which exploit the power of Cloud systems is highly changeable. However, most of the used techniques to handle workload unsteady are reactive models which depend on a set of heuristics to trigger a proper solution. Practically, reactive systems have some drawbacks as it can result poor performance and may lead to infrequent peak loads followed by lower system performance. To overcome such drawbacks we introduce a new Proactive resource management model based on an adapted version of Statistical Metrics Model (SMM) to predict the next value for a modeled metric.
Through extensive set of experiments, the model shows great results in terms of the prediction accuracy and the ability to avoid undesirable situations in virtualized environment such as (peak loads, low utilization) and decrease resources wastage and the average response time remarkably.
In the future we intend to work in two directions, the first direction to improve the model performance especially in case of intensive resource consolidation situations, and to test different scaling options. In addition, to perform more experiments over different hypervisors and compare the results with the presented model. In the second direction we plan to test different prediction techniques.
